
BSD-TOP Marble Crystal Powder Specification 

Outstanding features： 

BSD-top crystalline powder has two series: Grade A and Grade B. The 

outstanding features are as follow: 

1, Environmental protection—it does not destroy the environment and hurt 

human health.  

2, Weak acid, it does not burn the stone and injure the skin of contactors 

generally.  

3, Widely applicable, it has prominent effect on the most of marble.  

4, Excellent results, particularly for grade A, is with very outstanding 

performance.  

5, High efficiency, polish fast with gloss. 

Quality Assurance:  

The raw material of BSD-top crystalline powder is extremely elegant and 

rigorous. To ensure the effectiveness and stability of the product, Merrock 

product the core raw material of production by own, to avoid the imitation by 

others.  

Directions for use: 

1.Stone grinding： 

After stone grinding finish (generally need to grind to 1000 #, such as the 

pursuit of better results, you need use finer grits of polishing pads to grind), dry 

vacuum or damp mop, if necessary deep clean. 

2. Paste preparation and Crystallization: 

Mix crystallization powder with the right amount of water It’s better effect if use 

with BSD-TOP liquor , stir into a paste with sticks, massage the paste well into 

the stone with a single disc-machine, and work at a right angle to the paste 

lanes (1.5-3minutes/m2). At last grinding, put appropriate water to achieve the 

desired effect! Do not allow the paste to dry. It’s better for some stone of dark 

color if use with 0# steel wool pad. 

Note: 

When it is completed for part of the stone in the construction, before the end 

result of the crystallization, due to small water procedure, there will be some 

solid material attached to the surface of the stone, please put plenty of water, 

and polish with clean polyester pad for a while, then it can get rid of 

attachments for an ideal effect with stone. 

Safety precautions and Particular Risk: 

It is forbidden to contact with skin. Do not swallow and contact with eyes, in 

case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek 

medical advice. Please put the place out of touch by children. 

Storage and expiry time:  

Keep in dry place to avoid sun shine, expiry time for two years, if 

agglomeration, please crush it to use, do not affect the quality and 

effectiveness. 


